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5th February 2021 newsletter

Dates for the next two weeks in school

Mon 8th Feb 2021 Tues 9th Feb Wed 10th Feb Thurs 11th Feb Friday 12th Feb

Week 3 Menu
School closes for
half-term
Dress down Friday

Mon 22nd Feb Tues 23rd Feb Wed 24th Feb Thurs 25th Feb Friday 26th Feb

Week 1 Menu

School re-opens

Parents/Visitors to School

Just a gentle reminder not to cross the roundabout the wrong way but to follow the ‘one-way’ system to the
left of the roundabout.  Thank you.

Chiasa Etugo-Walker  - Rock Star

Elizabeth Rose  - Rock Legend

Isobel Davies  - Bronze level on Numbots

https://www.facebook.com/UHPrimarySchool/
https://twitter.com/UptonHeathCE/
https://www.uptonheath.cheshire.sch.uk/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EbFMUL3koHZUFRNd_T2iXnhYYE_UkbZt/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EbFMUL3koHZUFRNd_T2iXnhYYE_UkbZt/view?usp=sharing


STARS OF THE WEEK

ACORNS: Eleanor Holden for
working hard every day a home
and amazing work in her dinosaur
topic;
Arya Klieve for engaging so well in
school with our dinosaur topic and
joining in with class activities.

CONKERS: Pippa Gilligan for
working so hard at home and for
being a caring member of the
community while litter picking;
Emilia Taylor for working hard in
school and at home, especially in
phonics.

ASH: Jett Radcliffe for fantastic
phonics and writing a lovely story;
Lily-Rose Seale for her dedication
to learning, even setting work for
her family.

YEW: Lavinia Bainivalu for her
enthusiasm in phonics and
fantastic story ideas;
Tilly Coathupe for her hard work,
kindness and beautiful manners in
school.

HOLLY: Sienna Saville for her
energy and enthusiasm to
learning and for great cursive
writing;
Sophie Brown for persevering with
her learning and a lovely piece of
science work.

SYCAMORE: Jack Arnold for
showing lots of enthusiasm
towards his remote learning work
and for putting lots of effort into
every activity;
Harriet Antrobus for being the
most amazing, creative artist in
the world!!

BEECH: Charlotte Beale for
always going the extra mile and
completing all home learning to a
high standard;
Luke Stephen for working
extremely hard with all aspects of
home learning.  We have been
blown away by all his hard work.

HAWTHORN: Mollie Graham for
brilliant work on SeeSaw every
day;
Emily Stockton for her
perseverance in maths doing
division with remainders.

JUNIPER: George Hirst for
writing an amazing Stone Age
story;
Izaac Barnell for being creative
with his well being time and for
putting 110% effort into all his
SeeSaw tasks;
Cyrine Cheema for continuing to
work conscientiously whilst at
home and responding positively to
feedback.

LIME: Noah Booth for
determination and perseverance
in all his activities at home;
Kirin Baggot for his consistent
effort and high standard in all of
his tasks (plus his superb bird
drawings this week!!).

HAZEL: Seb Cross for working
hard at home and producing super
pieces;
Lyra Riley for super perseverance
in making an origami Peregrine
Falcon, which was a real
challenge.

BIRCH: Alicia Tootle for being
resilient and always being
cheerful;
Thomas Ling-Swanwick for being
hardworking and resilient.

ELM: Adam Qaffaf for the focus
and resilience shown towards his
maths work;
Brooke Davies-Brown for growing
in independence and confidence -
giving 100% to all activities.

CHESTNUT: Katie-Mai
Underwood for including all the
mastery keys in her writing this
week;
Jessica Johnson for her impressive
story and presentation of “The
Day the Shoes Quit”.

OAK: Molly Upton for going above
and beyond with all her tasks,
ensuring perfect presentation and
high quality content;
Jamie Robinson for working
exceptionally hard in maths,
putting 100% effort into his tasks.
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Year 1 - Tilly’s fabulous home art project.

Y

CWAC Libraries are doing a Harry Potter quiz from tomorrow until the end of half term that KS2 children
may be interested in. There’s a £10 book token as a prize!

Questions, how to enter and terms and conditions are at:

https://yourwestcheshire.co.uk/pages/4547/1/The_Harry_Potter_Half_Term_Quiz.html
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Year 2

Have been learning that you can change the shape of different materials using forces. We made our own
playdough then used forces such as twisting, squashing and stretching to change the shape of the materials.
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Year 4

Year 4 have been enjoying doing a mini-topic about garden birds this week. We started with the Big Garden
Birdwatch at the weekend and this week we have written some bird poems, made some bird origami, collected
our own bird data in maths, designed and made our own bird feeders as well as doing lots of sketching and
drawing. It has been an interesting week of learning and we have learned a lot!
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Letter from Mr North

5th February 2021

Dear Parents/Carers,

As ever this has been yet another busy week, but one that has had a focus on raising the awareness of mental
health across our community. It has been a concern that our children and indeed our staff and community are
spending an increased amount of time on screens, being inactive and clearly not mixing socially due to the
restrictions that are in place. Consequently, our team have been setting different types of activities and
recommending supportive things to do as an alternative, that also have educational benefits. We have also
introduced Well-Being Wednesdays, where non-screen time activities are set for a Wednesday afternoon. The
rationale behind this is to give children, teachers and support staff time off screen to give that time to do
something else and use a different part of the brain, get outside for some exercise or time to read a book.
Worldwide studies highlight the benefits of reducing screen time, whilst remote learning has certainly meant
increasing it.

You will see from our Newsletter that the children have really enjoyed the variety of activities that have been
set for them this week; and as we move into the 6th week of a very different lockdown, please don’t restrict
these types of activities to one week, they are there to support you in these challenging times as well. We will
continue to set activities and work as normal, but there is an understanding and empathy, that you and the
children, especially those working at home, are doing a great job, but it is very difficult. Yet another reason to
ensure that the Half Term break (week beginning 15th February) is a time for holiday and a break from school
work. I also want to reiterate that the Wednesday afternoon non-screen time is also for the staff, who will be
working on other things during that afternoon, for their welfare too. Working together, we will achieve,
showing resilience we will overcome the challenges that we face and by being compassionate to listen and
understand each other’s perspective, I know that our community will grow in strength

This week the Early Years team have been planting out their orchard, after Miss Wild got in touch with the
Woodland Trust for some trees to plant in our school grounds. Mrs Pearson and I have also been planning a
school orchard, which will be planted out near the staff car park. These trees will be made up of 5 different
types of apple and will form part of an outdoor environment that we want to develop over time. Cllr Houlbrook
has also been helping us with this project, obtaining daffodil bulbs that have been planted in various places
around school by our Year 2 and reception children and staff, including the roundabout. We do look forward to
seeing them flower in late spring.

UHPS GOES LIVE!! Today we have delivered our first LIVE event. Mrs O’Leary-Davies and I presented our
Celebration Worship live, it is recorded and available to see. It was lovely to see so many of you at home
joining us and we are looking to have some live introduction sessions, reading of class novels and perhaps a
quiz from different classes across the school. As you will be aware this is a massive step up for our colleagues,
who will be nervous, but I am hopeful that you will be able to engage if you can.

We have sent out a survey to parents of children who have missed the opportunity to experience a
residential visit this year and last. We are making plans for the next academic year (2021-2022) and asking
those families if they would want us to arrange for an alternative residential experience. Once we have
gauged their response, we can finalise arrangements and ascertain costs etc. We will be booking the usual
Year 2, Year 4 and Year 6 residentials anyway, and these are already available for payments to commence on
ParentPay. The more responses we get to our survey the more informed we can be.

Thank you so much also to those parents who have responded to our recent survey about remote learning and
how we feedback to tasks completed by our children. Again your feedback is very important to us, to help us
to adapt and provide the best for our children. I am so proud of how we are achieving this in school and with
how our children, mostly, are engaging with their learning. You are superstars! My colleagues will be
contacting those families who are finding things challenging, to see how we can support them. We can’t wait
for our children to be back in school; but we are not yet aware of what that will look like, and as political and
media pressure increases, there is and will continue to be, lots of public speculation. Please be assured that
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once we know what the plans are and we have discussed and worked out how we are going to deliver those
plans to re-open schools to more children, we will let you know.

Next Friday, 12th February 2021, will be a dress down Friday for everyone, so people can wear whatever
they feel comfortable in for the day. This includes the children coming into school, but if it is raining, please
make sure they have a coat, and whatever they are wearing is appropriate to the weather.

Yours faithfully

Conrad North

Headteacher
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